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SHORT PRESENTATION: 
The book may be considered a specialized “treatise”, which addresses the furniture designers, the 

product-design engineers in furniture industry, the students of the Faculty of Wood Engineering, and the 
expert processers in furniture industry. 

An attempt has been made, in a complete whole, to synthetically think which are the furniture-specific 
ornaments, which consecrated artistic styles they correspond to, how they can be recognized and conceived 
(in terms of design, proportions and final forms) and how they can be processed under industrial conditions. 
An urge has been sought to be given towards confidently approaching, in the process of furniture design, the 
most complex ornaments, as the techniques and technologies for achieving them exist. 

A clarification of terminology and a classification of the ornaments for furniture, as well as the clearest 
and most accurate possible presentation have been intended, in order to avoid confusions when, in the 
course of the design, a certain consecrated artistic style will be approached, with some signature ornaments. 

This work tackles, in parallel, the architectural forms which, completed by ornaments, in a stylistic 
association, serve as a guarantee, in the design of style furniture, that very few or even no flaw will occur. 
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SHORT PRESENTATION: 
The book is particularly addressed to the business environment – the launched concepts being withal 

applicable in any field, subfield or directions of the economic and social environment. 
The concept of commissionership – launched for the first time in this book – is meant to order the 

demand-and-offer activities, on the development and evolution market; three important elements (of the 
development trinomial), namely economy, society and research, being taken as a basis, among which there 
should prevail bijectivity relations, whereby an efficient “offer” might be found for any “demand”. The 
systemic insertion of the commissionership in the development-and-evolution trinomial allows, beside 
relieving the trinomial elements from the “search” for solutions meant to solve the arisen problems, also 
streamlining this activity of search for offers to fulfill demands, as well as anticipating and even anticipatively 
guiding and managing the activities within the trinomial. 

By systemic organization, the commissionership may “prompt” to ongoing activity, as well as to an 
“effervescency” of the search by research, whereby development and evolution might be guided and 
anticipated. 
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